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Short story by American writer Edgar Allan Poe For other uses, see Mask of Red Death (Avoid ambiguity). Harry Clarke's Mask of Red Death illustration 1919 author Edgar Allan Poe original title Red Death Mask: Fantasy: Fantasy Country America's Language English genre, published in May 1842 as horror publisher Graham's magazine
publication date Red Death Mask: Fantasy) was first published in 1842. The story follows Prince Prospero's attempts to avoid the dangerous plague known as the Red Death, hiding in his monastery. He, along with many other wealthy nobles, hosts masquerades in seven rooms of the monastery, each decorated in a different color. In the
midst of their festivities, a mysterious figure posing as a victim of red death enters and passes through each room. Prospero dies after being confronted by this stranger, proving that its costumes do not contain tangible ones in it; Poe's story follows many traditions of Gothic fiction and is often analyzed as allegory about the inevitability of
death, but some critics advise against allegorical reading. Not only are many different interpretations presented, but also attempts to identify the nature of honorable diseases. The story was first published in Graham's Magazine in May 1842 and has since been dramated in many different forms, including a 1964 film starring Vincent Price.
Poe's short stories are also alluded to by other works of many kinds of media. A summary illustration of Prince Prospero's plot to confront Arthur Rackham's Red Death, the 1935 story take place in the Castellation Monastery of the happy, brave and brave Prince Prospero. Prospero and 1,000 other nobles sheltered in this walled
monastery to escape the red death, a terrible plague with horrific symptoms that swept the land. The victim is overcome by sharp pain, sudden dizziness and heavy bleeding in pores and dies within 30 minutes. Prospero and his court are indifferent to the suffering of the population. They are going to weld the door and close the door and
wait behind the walls of their safe haven for the end of the plague with luxury and safety. Prospero holds an overnight masquerade to entertain his guests in the monastery's seven colored rooms. The first six rooms are decorated and illuminated in certain colors: blue, purple, green, orange, white and purple. The last room is decorated in
black and illuminated by a scarlet light with a deep blood color cast through the stained glass windows. Few guests are brave enough to venture into the seventh room because of this cold color combination. There was a big ebony clock standing in this room, and ominouslyEach time, everyone stops talking and dancing, and the orchestra
stops playing. When the chiming stops, everyone immediately resumes the masquerade. In the chimes of midnight, the reveler and Prospero notice the figure of a dark bloody robe resembling a funeral shroud. The mask of the figure resembles the hard face of a corpse and shows red death features. A grave insult, Prospero demands to
know the identity of the mysterious guest so that they can hang him. The guest, afraid of getting too close to the figure, instead let him pass through six rooms. The prince pursues him with a painted dagger and corners the guests in the seventh room. When the figure face him, the prince screams sharply and dies. Furious and terrified, the
revelers rush into the black room, forcibly remove the masks and robes, only to notice their fear that nothing exists under them. Only then do they notice that the costume was empty, and all the guests contract and succumb to the disease. The last line of the story sums up: And darkness and decay and red death held infinite domination
over all. Analytical illustration by Aubrey Beardsley, 1894-1895. Directly influenced by the first Gothic novel of The Mask of Red Death, Hores Walpole's Otranto Castle, Poe adopts many conventions of traditional Gothic novels, including the setting of the castle. [1] Multiple single-tone rooms may represent the human mind, indicating
different types of personalities. Images of blood and time show the reality of the body. Plague may, in fact, represent a typical attribute of human life and mortality,[2] meaning that the whole story is an alegoly about man's futile attempts to stop death (a generally accepted interpretation). [3]: 137 But there is much controversy over how to
interpret the red death mask. Some suggest it is not allegorical, especially since Poe acknowledges his distaste for didodermism in literature. If the story really has morality, Poe does not explicitly state that morality in the text. [4] Blood is emphasized throughout the story along with its red color and functions as a double symbol
representing both death and life. This is highlighted by the masked figure - although it does not explicitly state that it is a red death, only a reveler in a red death costume makes his first appearance in the blue-colored eastern end room most often associated with birth. [3]: 141 Prospero's Castle is intended to keep the disease out, but
ultimately an oppressive structure. Its labyrinthine design and tall narrow windows make it almost burlless in the last black room, so it's oppressive: Very few companies were bold enough to set foot in the precinct. [5] It also means that the castle is an enclosed space, but strangersSuggests that control is an illusion and infiltrates the
interior. [6] Like many of Poe's stories, The Mask of Red Death has been interpreted autobiographically. From this point of view, Prince Prospero is Poe as a wealthy young man and a member of a prominent family, just like Poe's foster mother, Alans. Under this interpretation, Poe seeks refuge from the dangers of the outside world, and
his own portrayal as the only person to confront strangers symbolizes Poe's rush towards the inevitable dangers of his own life. [7] Prospero is also the name of the central figure in William Shakespeare's The Tempest. The disease called red death red death is fictitious. Poe explains that it causes sharp pain, sudden dizziness and heavy
bleeding in pores that leads to death within 30 minutes. Poe's wife, Virginia, was suffering from the disease at the time the story was written, so the disease may have been inspired by tuberculosis (or consumption as it was then known). Like the character Prince Prospero, Poe tried to ignore the terminal nature of the disease. Poe's
mother Eliza, brother William and adopted mother Frances also died of tuberculosis [and red death can refer to cholera.] Poe witnessed a cholera epidemic in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1831. Others suggest that the pandemic is actually bubub plague, highlighted by the climax of a story featuring red death in a black room. One writer likened
it to descriptions of viral hemorrhagic fever and necrotlytic profaicitis. It is also suggested that red death is not a disease or disease, but a weakness (such as original sin) that is essentially shared by all human beings. [3]: 139-140 History of Publication Graham's Magazine (Volume 20), published in the May 1842 issue, first published the
tagline Fantasy as the Red Death Mask in Graham's Women and Gentlemen magazine. This first publication earned him $12. A revised version was published in the July 19, 1845 edition of the Broadway Journal, in the current standard title, The Red Death Mask. [14] The original title highlighted the figure at the end of the story. The new
title focuses on masquerade balls. Adaptive audio adaptation Basil Rathbone read an entire short story on his Caedmon LP, which documents the story of Edgar Allan Poe (early 1960s) [other audiobook recordings feature Christopher Lee, Hard Hatfield, Martin Donneghan and Gabriel Byrne as readers.] The story was dramated by
George Roser, which aired at the CBS Radio Mystery Theater (January 10, 1975) starring Carl Swenson and States Cotsworth. Wiwiread Phillips performed a radio reading and played the music she composed. The program was produced in part by Winnie WaldronThe story of National Public Radio by american masters series. From
Eros Ramazzotti's song Leta Al Futuro (Letters to the Future), from his 1996 album Dove c'è musica, he tells the main events of the story in a simplified form without vaguely connecting the plague described in the story to AIDS, without mentioning any particular letter or name, and concludes with the singer's hope, toward the imaginary
fetus that such an event will no longer happen in the future. While many dramaties have been made in the realm of classical music, composer Jason Mulligan's concert drama of the same title is the only known setting that doesn't completely change Poe's story. Marvel Comics, which was a comic in 1952, published Face of Death in
Adventures into a Strange World #4. Adaptation and art were by Bill Everett. In 1952, Charlton Comics published #2 Red Death in The Thing. Adaptation and art were by Bob Forgione. In 1960, Akela Continental (Brazil) published Mascara #9で Lubra by Clasikos de Teller. Adaptation and art by Manoel Ferreira. It was reprinted by
Vecchia'#11 albums Claccos de Teller #11 (1974), Editor Taika and #6 Spectro (1978). In 1961, Marvel published #83 Masquerade, the story and art of Steve Ditko, in Strange Tales. Taika (Brazil) reprinted #1 Armanaque Fantastic Aventura #16 (1973) and Marvel in Chamber of Chills #16 (1975). In 1964, Del Comics published The Red
Death Mask, an errance from Frank Springer's 1964 film. In 1967, Warren Comics published The Red Death Mask in the creepy #12. The adaptation is Archie Goodwin, Art by Tom Sutton. This version has been re-printed multiple times. In 1967, editor Taika published Mascara da Morte Rubra#3で the album Classicos de Teller. An ode
to The Art of Nico Rosso and J. Rosa, .B de Assis. It was reprinted in Armanake Classicos de Teller #15 (1976). In 1969, Marvel published Red Day of Death in #2's Room of Darkness. An award-based work by Roy Thomas, the art of Don Heck. It was reprinted by Marvel in La Prensa (Mexico) in El Enterlardore #4 (1970) and Dark Room
Special #1 (1972). In 1972, Milan Liberi Edizioni (Italy) #91にライナスで La Maschera della Morte Rossa, a book by The Italians. The adaptation and art were by Dino Battaglia. This was Colt Marta #7 (1988) and reprinted multiple times. In 1974, Skywald published The Red Death Mask in Psycho #20. An alterating by Al Heutson, the art
of Ricardo Villamonte. It was #50 by Garbo (Spain) in Vance D'Or (1975) and Eternal #1 (1988) in The Mask of Red Death. In 1975, Warren published Shadows with Creepy #70. An award-based work by Richard (Rich) Margopoulos, the art of Richard Coben. The story is Poe's Shadow: Parable, not The Mask of Red Death, but Poe's
Shadow: Parable.has been modified to incorporate elements of . This was rotated multiple times. In 1975, Charlton published Plague in Ghosts #22. An actor in an award by Britton Bloom, art by Wayne Howard. It was reprinted by Riographica Editor Gglobo (Portugal) in Haunted #45 (1979) and Fetice #1 (1979). In 1975, Ediones Ursas
(Spain) published La Mascara de la Muerte Roja at #17 Macabro. Art by Francisco Agrath. Bloch Editors S.A., 1979. (Brazil) published Mascara da Morte Rubra at #12 Aventuras Macrobras. An epistle by Delmir E. Nartoxde, the art of Flavio Colin. In 1982, Troll Associates published The Red Mask of Death as a children's book. An
epithody by David E. Katz, the art of John Lone. In 1982, Warren published The Red Death Mask in #110's Vampire. An award-based work by Rich Margopoulos, the art of Rafael Aura Leon. This has been re-printed multiple times. In 1984, Valenciana Ilemiya (Spain) published La Mascara de la Muerte Roja on SOS#1. Adaptation and art
by A.L. Pareja. In 1985, Edizioni Ediem (Italy) published La Mask de la Morte Rouge at Quattro Incubi. The adaptation and art were by Alberto Brecchi. This has been re-printed multiple times. In 1987, Kitchen Sink Press published The Red Death Mask at Desratre v.2#13. Analon and art by Daryl Hutchinson. In 1988, Last Gasp published
The Red Death Mask from Steve Leialoha's Strip AIDS America. In 1995, Mojo Press published The Red Death Mask in a bizarre business. An award-based work by Eric Burnham and an art by Ted Nyfe. In 1999, Alvin Michel la Echo de Savanes (France) published De la Mascara de la Muerte Roja at Le Chat Noir. Adaptation and art
were by Horacio Laria. This has been re-printed multiple times. In 2004, Eureka Productions published #1 Red Death Mask in Graphic Classics: Edgar Allan Poe (2nd edition). An actor in an award by David Pumpran, the art of Stanley W. Shaw. This is reprinted in the third edition (2006), the graphic classic #21: The Mystery Story of
Edgar Allan Poe (2011). In 2008, Go! media entertainment published Wendy Pini's The Red Death Mask. An award-based play and art by Wendy Pini. This version is an erotic sci-fi illustration webcomic set in a technological future. Go! The media also publishes the first third of graphic novels in print. In 2011 Warp Graphics published a
complete 400-page piece in one volume. In 2008, Sterling Press published The Red Mask of Death in Nevermore (Illustrated Classics). An award-based work by Adam Prosser, the art of Eric Lengel. In 2013, Dark Horse Comics published The Red Death Mask in Raven and the Red Death. An award-for-t and art by Richard Coben. This is
reprinted in The Spirit Dead (2014). In spring 2017, UDON Entertainment's Manga Classics line released The Story of Edgar AllanIt included a cartoon-style adaptation of The Red Death Mask. The film adaptation of The Story was adaptationed by Roger Corman as the Red Death Mask (1964) and starred Vincent Price. The Mask of Red
Death (1969), a short animated film by Pavao Statter about the Zagreb film Corman, produced a remake of the film starring Adrian Paul as Prince Prospero in 1989, but did not direct it. Koeman also voiced Prince Prospero in the Red Death Mask segment of Raul Garcia's animated anthology Extraordinary Story (2015). China's Huai
Brothers Media and CKF Pictures have announced that they plan to produce a film in 2020 for Akira Kurosawa's un-filmed Red Death Mask. [19] In an article on popular culture: The Red Death Mask of Popular Culture, see portal Bar de Ardent Ghost Story in the novel. BBC News. December 13, 2014 ^ Fisher, Benjamin Franklin (2002).
In Poe and the Gothic Tradition Hayes, Kevin J. (ed.) Edgar Allan Poe's Cambridge Companion. Cambridge University Press p. 88.Doi: 10.1017/CCOL0521793262.006. ISBN 0-521-79727-6.^ b c d Roppolo, Joseph Patrick (1967). Meaning and Mask of Red Death. In Regan, Robert (ed.) Poe: A collection of critical essays. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc. ^ Quinn, Arthur Hobson (1998). Edgar Allan Poe: Critical Biography. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. p. 331.ISBN 0-8018-5730-9.^ Laurent, Sabrina (July 2003). Metaphors and Symbolism in The Mask of Red Death: An Online Magazine of Art, Literature and Subversion. Archived from the original
in 2006-03-04. ^ People, Scott (2002). Poe's 'Constructiveness' and 'The Fall of Usher's House', hayes, kevin J. (ed.) Edgar Allan Poe's Cambridge Companion. Cambridge University Press p. 186.Doi: 10.1017/CCOL0521793262.012. ISBN 0-521-79727-6.^ Rayne, David M. (1960). Edgar A. Poe: Inner Pattern New York: Philosophy
Library. p. 33.^Burger, Andrew (2011). Fantasmal: Best Ghost Story 1800-1849. Bottle Tree Books. p. 138.ISBN 978-1-933747-33-0.^ Silverman, Kenneth (1991). Edgar A. Poe: Grief and never-ending memories. Harper Perenial pp. 180–181.ISBN 0-06-092331-8.^Myers, Jeffrey (1992). Edgar Allan Poe: His life and legacy. Cooper
Square Press. p. 133.ISBN 0-8154-1038-7.^ Red Death Mask. Cummings Study Guide. ^ Waring, R.H.; Steventon, G.B. Mitchell, S.C (2007). Molecules of death (2nd). London: Imperial College Press. ^ Ostram, John Ward (1987). Poe's Literary Work and Rewards. In Fisher, Benjamin Franklin (ed.) Myths and Reality: The Mysterious Mr.
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